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Notes:
• Beginning December 2019, GO FAIR is contacted by 3
groups independently regarding coordination of
COVID-19 data (Castor, ZonMW, MIDAS)

• Working with them and others, GO FAIR launched the
VODAN IN.

• At the same time, the GFF is now managing two

projects with a PPP (ZonMW, Phillips): Rapid response
incrementally demonstrating FAIR capabilities (M4M,
FDP, data trains, local control of data).

• VODAN aims to deploy a network of FAIR Data Points
and tools helping health professionals to create FAIR
Clinical Research Forms (CRFs).

Domain communities commit to the FAIR GP and address use cases
that need H2M and M2M approaches
(mostly based on complex, inter domain problems (such as SDG’s)

Definitions
FAIR GP: the FAIR Guiding Principles (2016)
how to make (meta)data
Actionable by humans
AND Machines (Federated AIR-ready)
(F)DO: FAIR Digital Object: (Turning FAIR into reality, 2018)
LDP (Linked Data Platform):, existing W3C approach
Complimentary to (F)DO

FD(O)F: (FAIR digital (object) Framework): 2019
THE BEST OF (F)DO and LDP Combined
A framework for making digital assets FAIR
Multiple approaches possible
The machine knows what we mean as lead
Rough consensus globally (Paris, Oct 2019 -link)

Domain communities organise M4M’s and other meetings,
where they make FAIR implementation choices and determine
Challenges (missing but necessary implementations)
They create (Reusable) FAIR implementation profiles (FIP)
that will be made available for actual reuse,
for instance by funders as a service to applicants

FIP (FAIR implementation profile)

The recorded and machine readable set of
Choices
Challenges
Of particular domain expert communities
Reusable

FIF (FAIR implementation Framework

A set of guidelines for behaviours that
Combine FDOF en FIP to create digital assets with
Optimal FAIR scores (maximally reusable by
Machines
And (thus) people

FDOF
Notes:
•Based on existing FAIR technologies, VODAN recommends the
following:

•By 2019, the FAIR GP helped to drive convergence between

DOs and LDP, resulting in an internationally recognized approach
now called the FDOF. The FDOF can be seen a Centre of the
Hourglass approach to routing of semantically rich data and
services.

•Also in 2019, it became clear that an additional layer of

coordination was needed, in order to guide implementation
choices. The FIP describes in machine-actionable manner,
community relevant standards and technology facilitating all FAIR
operations a community or provider has chosen.

•The FIF is a synthesis of the FDOF and FIP required to realize an
Internet of FAIR Data and Services.

Minimal Valuable “EOSC” (MVE) : 1: basic principles (generic)
Notes:
The MVE is a FAIR environment where data, code
and compute are increasingly subject to
automatic routing.
Currently, siloed solutions exist, but we want to
make these FAIR compliant so they become
globally interoperable and reusable

•
•

For H2M, M2H and M2M
Based on FAIR GP
Architecture according to FIF
All elements machine-actionable where possible
As open as possible, as closed as necessary
As distributed as possible, as centralised as necessary
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(e)-Infrastructure

mediate the routing of FAIR digital objects. (need
to be developed with providers on the three axes).

Minimal Valuable “EOSC”: 2: Basic Implementation
Choices
As the metadata are all machine-actionable, the
•

routing is controlled by semantically (scientifically)
relevant information.
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Based on FAIR GP
Implementation is FAIR implementation Framework (FIF)
Architecture FIF based on FD(o)F
All elements have FAIR metadata, some data are FAIR
All elements become ‘inter’-actionable via FAIR implementation profiles (FIP)

Minimal Valuable “EOSC”: 4: annotation tools to support crisis-expert teams
Notes:
• One of many FAIR data sources is the ‘new
claims on (wikidata, Pergrine and other miners)
and repetition reduced > cardinal assertions with
provenance

• Fed to interface(s) for expert annotation (ORCID

FAIR Q&A
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BioArchive
Other pre-publications
selected websites
Etc.
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log in > ORKA type)
• Link to COVID ZOOM ROOM EURETOS as
assist
• Solution for brand-new concepts needed

International Experts create
Annotation nanopubs

Minimal Valuable “EOSC”: 3: Corona demonstration use case (0.1 alpha)
Driving use case: Corona > COVID-19 outbreaks
Implementation data sources: FAIR data points with Corona relevant data (RWO and EK)
Architecture for FD(o)F routing: Data Biology
All elements have FAIR implementation profiles associated
Funded, done in a small GO FAIR ad hoc Implementation network: VODAN

Q2-3 2020
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Any FAIR-enabled
algorithm

FAIR-ready metadata templates
•target FAIR Principles
•compliant to community standards
•machine-actionable
•registered/reusable

•

Here, these abstract functions are shown to be
implemented on specific technologies and
implementation choices.
The logos here are early movers, that co-founded the
IN, and we do not imply they are the only or the best
service providers.
To the contrary, a key deliverable is a spec document
indicating what standards are employed in the FIF and
how to build a FIP.
Any service provider oﬀering services conformant to
the FIF and FIP specs, can, and are welcomed to join.

Notes:

•
•
•
•

Using the rapidly developing infrastructure and
concept of data visiting (distributed learning over FAIR
data):
Trains (Virtual Machines, with learning and analytical
algorithms) can visit the data and get access under
well-defined conditions.
The data custodians in the countries are in control
(person, hospital, CDC etc.)
Any service provider oﬀering services conformant to
the FIF and FIP specs, can send and receive trains

VODAN adds
visitable FAIR RWO data across borders

Distributed analytics
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Potential approaches to address ACE2-mediated COVID-19
There are several potential therapeutic approaches (Fig. 1).
• 2.
Inhibition of transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) activity.
Hoffman et al. [25] recently demonstrated that initial spike protein priming by transmembrane protease serine 2
(TMPRSS2) is essential for entry and viral spread of SARS-CoV-2 through interaction with the ACE2 receptor
[26, 27]. The serine protease inhibitor camostat mesylate, approved in Japan to treat unrelated diseases, has
been shown to block TMPRSS2 activity [28, 29] and is thus an interesting candidate.
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The plan will be (hopefully) endorsed by authorities
and seed funded by ZonMW as contribution to GLOPID-R
ML-distributed learning
We will organise a second M4M workshop
With the conceptual modelling experts
With the EURETOS companies and others
Developing a conceptual model for the FAIR digital twin of
the patients and the virus
Solutions
We will repeat
the Chinese data FAIRification experience
RWO-per country
With all aﬀected countries that mobilise capacity
And install FAIR data points making local data available
under well-defined conditions (in addition to patient
privacy, there is strict adherence to a PPP policy, worked
out by WHO, GLOPID-R and other authorities).
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In the third phase we will provide the collection of
FAIR data points for distributed learning
Access will be in consent with WHO/GLOPID
Rules about common good and IP to be
considered (GO FAIR rules apply)
Hypothetical Solutions should be rapidly
prioritized and tested
And fast-track innovation and implementation….
Open data available to all 3rd party innovators
(public or private)
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In the final phase we will provide the collection of
FAIR data points for distributed learning at scale
(assuming adequate funding and/or a sustainability
model).
All assets will be open source, properly licensed
and re-usable
Companies and other service providers can
‘hook up’ via a simple FIP procedure
Datasources can be hooked up by publishing
and registering FAIR metadata and a FIP
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